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Stir It Up
52%
OF OUR READER
S
DON’T READ AN
Y
OTHER TRADE
MAGAZINES

Stir it up is the trade magazine produced exclusively for
the customers of the member wholesalers of the Country
Range Group and has been supporting and inspiring
the independent caterer for over ten years. Stir it up is
published 10 times a year and includes the latest food
and industry news as it affects the education, health and
welfare, hospitality sectors of the independent catering
industry. Each sector is clearly identified and easy to
locate within the magazine.
Our team of writers’ report on all the latest food
and catering industry news, as well as writing
fascinating features on a range of relevant topics.
The magazine also includes advice columns from
industry experts, along with recipes and interviews
with foodservice’s leading figures.
If you have any suggestions for content for Stir it up,
would like to feature within Stir it up and for all
editorial opportunities please contact Janine Nelson
at editor@stiritupmagazine.co.uk
Visit www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk to access all recipes
details within this trend guide as well as up-to-date
industry news and trend information across the
foodservice marketplace.
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In the 2018 Readers Survey you told us that what
you need the most from us is recipe ideas and
menu inspiration.

78%

Ask and you shall receive
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BRIOCHE BUN

OF THE HUMBLE

SANDWICH
The sandwich has evolved dramatically from those
humble beginnings, with the lines of what constitutes
a sandwich becoming ever more blurred. Today’s
time-poor consumers are looking for a filling food-togo item that is portable, easy to eat on the move and
customisable to suit their personal tastes. A sandwich
is so versatile as the filling, carrier, sauces and dressings
can be switched and swapped to create millions of
different delicious handheld snacks. Fillings are ever
changing, taking inspiration from international cuisines
and street food trends. Carriers are available in a vast
array of formats from naan breads and pita breads to
lettuce leaves and chocolate chip cookies!

The £20.7bn food-to-go market is predicted to be
23.5 billion by 2022. (sources for the back page
*MCA Insight (separate) IGD Forecasts

Its estimated that we eat 11.5 billion
sandwiches a year* (UK, British Sandwich
Association (BSA)

For the purposes of this report a sandwich is:
any form of bread will a hot or cold filling, to
include traditional sandwiches, filled rolls, naans,
baguettes, pittas, bloomers, wraps, bagels and
the like. Hot eating sandwiches are also included.

Operators across all sectors need to maximise their
sandwich and food-to-go offering to entice customers,
students and residents and keep them coming back
for more!

Interested in reading more about the
overall foodservice trends for 2019/2020?

To help take the headache out of creating great ideas for
your menus we’ve explored the latest food and cuisine
trends to create a range of amazing sandwich and foodto-go ideas - whether you’re a restaurant, cafe, school or
care home there are solutions to suit all sectors.

The Stir it up Foodservice Trend Guide
2019/2020 can be viewed or downloaded
on the Stir it up website here:
https://stiritupmagazine.co.uk/2019foodservice-trend-guide/
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History tells us that our love affair with the humble
sandwich started in the 18th century when the term
was supposedly coined by the Earl of Sandwich. He
demanded meat to be served between slices of bread to
avoid interrupting a gambling game to eat a traditional
meal. As soon as people started ordering ‘the same as
Sandwich’ the name stuck!
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Report at a glance
The UK Bakery market is worth

The total size for the Food On-the-Go
segment in IOI for 2018 is

£3.6 billion

and is one of the largest markets in the
food industry. Total volume at present is
approximately just under 4 billion units;
the equivalent of almost 11 million
loaves and packs sold every
single day. Federation of Bakers UK

€458 million
€160 million
in terms of consumer spending and

in operator purchases.

BordBia 2018 Irish Foodservice Market Insights Report

90%
INCREASE IN VE
GAN
RELATED SEARCH
ES

According to the Craft Bakers
Association, sales of artisanal bread
are expected to increase from

google

⅓

of all
protein

by

£682.5million in 2014 to
£780.7million in 2019

2055 will be

plant-based

protein replacements

Project Scarpetta ‘Bakery Category Presentation’ 27th June 2018, Bord Bia
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Coffee shops/cafés, supermarkets to-go and sandwich retailers

account for 54%
of sandwich carriers bought and eaten out of home. Sandwiches and
wraps are most popular at supermarkets to-go, while paninis and
toasted sandwiches over-index in coffee shops. – MCA Q2 Bakery Insights

6 out of 10

food-to-go shoppers (61%) have bought some
food-to-go items as part, or all of, an evening
meal in the last four weeks. This compares with
71% who bought as part of lunch meal.

Health and wellness, along with balance,
beating ‘Sugar, stress, sedentary (living)’
continues to grow in importance.

Think eight eating occasions
a day rather than just three
Project Scarpetta ‘Bakery Category Presentation’ 27th June 2018, Bord Bia

One in six workers admit they have eaten the
same lunch for at least two years,
according to a poll of 2,000 people by New Covent Garden Soup.

Snacking was a vital daypart for bakery items in
Q2 2018, accounting for

40.7%
of visits

Sandwiches are the leading dish by percentage
on eating out of home lunch/dinner visits and has

increased by 0.3% since 2017

Sandwich Analysis
Mintel (Global New Products Database)

FOUR
SANDWICHES

Top 5 Claims

•
•
•
•
•

Eco-friendly packaging
No additives / preservatives
On-the-go
Vegan
Social Media

llion
11.5 bi
s a year are

Declaiming Claims

82%

sandwiche
eaten in the UK, according
to the British Sandwich
Association (BSA).

Vegetarian +600%
On-the-go +400%
Premium +100%
Ethical –
Environmentally Friendly Package +74.1%
• Wholegrain +50%

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

a week, with

About

Top Growing Claims
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The findings also
revealed that Brits
eat an average of

lauding it as their
favourite lunchtime dish.
*Warburtons

40%
OF CONSUMERS
TUCK INTO A
SANDWICH ON
THEIR LUNCH BREAK
One Day: How Ireland Eats

Low/no/reduced sugar -100%
Seasonal –100%
Limited edition -100%
Functional / Slimming –100%
Low/no/reduced saturated fat -66.7%

The UK spends

£7.5 billion

on sandwiches every year,
and the average Briton
spends £13 on lunches per week,
according to a survey of
2,000 office workers across
the UK by Lurpak.

Flavour favourite’s across the decades
Favourite Sandwich fillings through the decades

1970’s 1980’s 1990’s
Ham salad, Ham and cheese,
Ploughman’s, Cheese and
onion and Egg mayonnaise

Chicken salad, Tuna mayo,
Tuna and cucumber, BLT
and Tuna salad

BLT, Tuna mayo,
Chicken mayo, Tuna salad
and Chicken Club

Smoked salmon and cream
cheese, Chicken mayo,
Brie and cranberry, Salmon
and prawn and Brie and grape

Hummus and falafel,
BBQ pulled pork, Avocado,
Chicken and avocado and
Brie and grape

Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese
and Thai influences are set
to be big influences across
menus in 2019

2000’s 2010’s 2019?
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The Independent
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CLASSIC REUBEN CIABATTA

The
Classi 
REUBEN
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Layers of pastrami ‘stacked high on rye’ with swiss cheese
and Russian dressing is a classic sandwich known as the
Reuben which was made famous in the Jewish kosher
delicatessens of New York City.
One of the essential elements of a classic Reuben is the
tangy sauerkraut with its distinctive sour taste. Sauerkraut
is finely cut raw cabbage that has been fermented.
Fermentation and other methods of preservation such as
pickling and curing are huge trends for 2019 as they support
the focus on health and wellbeing by being great for your gut.
Not only that but they’re also a way to utilise produce that
would normally go to waste and tie in well with the increased
interest into authentic and traditional food processes.
Pickled vegetables such as the classic gherkin, as we
used in our recipe here, are perfect to add into your own
version of the Reuben especially those leftovers that would
have usually gone to waste. Often substituted for Russian
Dressing, we have used Country Range Thousand Island
Dressing to add the finishing touch to our own version
of the Reuben.

Jewish inspired dishes have been gaining
interest for a while across restaurants and cafes
with mainstream chains catching on to the
love of the strong, layered flavours such as the
Byron Burger with their Byron Reuben which
consists of a beef patty, topped with pulled
BBQ beef brisket, sauerkraut pickle relish,
bacon & onion crumb, beer onions and Byron
Cheese Sauce on the side.

Recipe

SERVINGS – 1
COOKING TIME – 5 MINS
PREP TIME – 10 MINS

INGREDIENTS
1 x Emmental cheese slice
2 x Country Range 100% Silverside of Beef
or Pastrami slices
10g Colman’s Mustard
1x Country Range Large Gherkins (sliced)
15g Country Range Creamery Butter Unsalted
Country Range Thousand Island Dressing as
desired
20g Sauerkraut
1 x Small Rustic Ciabatta

METHOD
1. Toast your Ciabatta halves then spread each
half with Thousand Island Dressing.
2. Place one slice of cheese on the ciabatta half,
top with the pastrami or beef, sliced gherkin
and then sauerkraut.
3. Add a drizzle of mustard and then the final
piece of ciabatta!

Beet it

Swap the Pastrami or Beef for thin slices
of beetroot, aubergine or tempeh roasted
with smoked olive oil and smoked salt for
a delicious vegetarian take on this deli-ght

Sloppy joes are an American creation that has been around
since at least the 1950s. ‘Legend’ has it that a cook named
Joe at a café in Sioux City, Iowa made his own variation of
the ‘loose meat’ sandwiches that were popular at that time
by adding tomato sauce and the name was born.

Sizzling
SEAFOOD

PO’BOY

A po’boy is a traditional sandwich from Louisiana, usually
consisting of roast meat such as beef or fried prawns,
oysters and other seafood packed inside a special
Louisiana baguette.
We’ve created our own using breaded peri peri prawns
on a bed of shredded lettuce and tomato in a freshly
baked baguette drizzled with peri peri mayonnaise –
swapped in place of the traditional remoulade sauce.

Seafood of all kinds will continue to appear
on menus over the next few years driven
heavily by consumers’ increased focus on
reducing meat consumption as seafood is seen
as being such more sustainable. Not forgetting
the well-known health benefits ticking a
major box for customers looking for a filling,
nutritious lunch.

From fin-to-gill eating to sea-cuterie - ‘Ocean Power’
has been highlighted one of thefoodpeople’s 12 Food
& Beverage trend predictions for 2019/2020.

We’ve used the amazing new Country Range BBQ
Jackfruit Filling to create our own plant-based version
of the American favourite that are so simple and costeffective to make – delicious comfort food that can be
enjoyed by meat-eaters and vegetarians alike!

SEAFOOD PO’BOY

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 30 MINS

INGREDIENTS
1 x Small french stick
16 x Whitby Breaded Prawns		
25g Country Range Creamery Butter Salted
25g Country Range Real Mayonnaise made
with Free Range Egg Yolk
30g Country Range Peri Peri Sauce
1 x Avocado
2 x Vine plum tomato
1/4 Iceberg lettuce

METHOD
1. Finely slice the lettuce, add mayo and 1/2 of
the peri peri sauce to dress the lettuce.
2. Cut the bread in half and butter.
3. On the base of the bread place the lettuce and
slices of tomato and avocado.
4. Fry the prawns and once cooked coat in the
remaining peri peri sauce.
5. Add the pieces of prawns to the sandwich to
finish your Po’boy.
6. Cut the baguette in half and serve – you could
serve up with some slaw and a cold drink!
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BBQ JACKFRUIT SLOPPY JOE
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Slopy, JOE?
NOT-SO-
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KATSU SANDO

Katsu

SANDO
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Modern Asian is one of the key cuisine focuses for
2019 as identified in the Stir it up Foodservice Trend
Guide 2019 with Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese and
Thai influences seen in all corners of the foodservice
landscape. Featuring delicate flavours that contrast with
Western foods, and often light ingredients that tick the
health box, Japanese cuisine in particular continues to
have a big influence on food and drink across the globe.
As consumers we’re now familiar with ramen, sushi and
teriyaki all of which are seen across menus of all kinds
as well as on supermarket shelves.
The familiarity of Katsu in particular has been largely
created by the rising popularity of Wagamama and
their Katsu Chicken Curry especially among the student
population and the younger generations – their main
target market. This makes the Katsu Sando an ideal
menu item for older school children and university
students to keep them off the high-street and interested
in the exciting options on your menus.

ITADAKIMASU;

‘I humbly receive’

Itadakimasu is an essential phrase in the
Japanese language, it translate to ‘I humbly
receive’. It’s used to thank the animals and
plants that are included within the meal as well
as meant to thank those who played a part in
bringing the meal to the table – including the
fishermen, farmers and the cook.

TUCO (The University Catering Organisation)
identified Japanese Cuisine as one of the most wellestablished global cuisines within their Global Food
Trends Report 2018.

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 30 MINS

INGREDIENTS
4 x Country Range Medium White
Square Sliced Bread
25g Country Range Panko Breadcrumbs
25g Country Range Plain Flour
2 x Free range eggs
1 x Country Range Premium Quality Chicken Skinless and boneless chicken breast fillets
1tsp Country Range Medium Madras Curry Powder
50ml Ton Cats Curry Sauce
5ml Country Range Dark Soy
10g White cabbage
10g Grated carrot
1 x Spring onion
1 x Red cabbage
1/2 Lime
5ml Sesame Oil
5ml Country Range Olive-Pomace Oil
1/8 tsp Country Range Crushed Chilies

METHOD
1. Cut the chicken in half lengthways and
panne in flour, curry powder, egg and panko
breadcrumbs.
2. Fry at 180 for 6 mins.
3. Lightly butter 2 thick slices of bread.
4. Prepare the Asian slaw by mixing the grated
white cabbage, carrot, sliced spring onion and
red cabbage.
5. Add the lime, soy, sesame oil, pomace oil and
pinch of crushed chilies.
6. Assemble the sandwich with a layer of curry
sauce on bottom slice of bread, add the cooked
seasoned chicken, top with Asian slaw then a
drizzle of curry sauce then the top piece of bread
7. Boom!

Linking in with the trend of demanding the
highest quality ingredients that were once only
associated with fine dining establishments in
several places when eating out of home include
the humble street-food van The Wagyu Katsu
Sando, is the gourmet sandwich that is taking
over Japan, Asia and beyond.

Indian cuisine is already a firm favourite with consumers
but we’re seeing a real evolution of the cuisine from the
large helpings of curries, naan and rice we’re familiar
with seeing on takeaway and restaurant menus to
more modern, authentic dishes inspired by specific
reasons of India.
We’re seeing lighter, fresh options with more fish
and vegetable dishes in the format of small plates or
handheld items all of which are heavily inspired by
street food. Full of fresh, impactful flavours and bursting
with colour – the spices and ingredients are what really
brings this cuisine to life (and make the dishes perfect
for the social media savvy consumers!) Tapping into this
trend is all about adding a modern twist to traditional
Indian cuisine by fusing the flavours and ingredients
with familiar formats or other flavours and dishes from
different global cuisines.
We’ve created a delicious handheld Indian inspired
sandwich utilising a delicious naan as the carrier, perfect
for lunch or an on-the-go snack. There is a vegetarian
and meat-based option to keep customers happy and
give them the choice they demand.

Swap the chicken tikka filling for slices
of butternut squash and add more spiced
houmous for a delicious vegetarian option

The two most multicultural generations yet, our
Gen Z and Millennials consumers continue to
enjoy chilli heat and exotic spices - we can also
add tropical flavours and hemp to the list. World
food gets more specific, including regional
Indian, American, Asian and Spanish, while
African food is an emerging trend.

Recipe

INGREDIENTS
2 x Central Foods Large Plain Naan Bread
14 x Daloon Onion Bhaji
50g Country Range Supreme Chicken Tikka
50g Country Range Houmous
25g Natural Yoghurt
1/4 Cucumber (Grated)
1/4tsp Country Range Medium Madras Curry
Powder
1/8tsp Country Range Whole Cumin Seeds
1/8tsp Country Range Garlic Powder
25g Lime Pickle
1tbsp Coriander (Chopped)
1/2 Lime Juice
1tsp Mint Chopped

METHOD
1. Mix the houmous with toasted cumin seeds
and madras curry powder.
2. Mix the yoghurt with garlic, mint, grated
cucumber and lime juice.
3. Chop the coriander.
4. Fry the onion baths until crispy and keep
warm.
5. Spread the houmous over half of the naan
bread then layer the chicken tikka filling, onion
bhaji and chopped coriander on top. Add mint
yoghurt and a generous helping of lime pickle
to finish and fold the naan in half.

While ‘foodie-ism’ continues to fuel demand
for new and unusual flavours found in ethnic
cuisines, it stands to impact traditional
Chinese and Indian takeaways that lack menu
innovation. – Ethnic Restaurants and Takeaways
February 2019, Mintel
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Modern
INDIAN
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ONION BHAJI STUFFED NAAN
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PULLED PORK CHIMICHANGA

Mexican
Our love for Mexican food has grown from the
explosion of TexMex style dishes across menus in every
corner of the foodservice marketplace to the street food
style mash-up of Mexican inspired items we’re seeing
more recently.
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From burritos to tacos many mexican dishes lend
themselves well to the booming food-to-go market in
their easy to eat, handheld formats. We’ve seen a fiesta
of influences across all areas of menus and day-parts
from Huevos Racheros and breakfast burritos to churros
smothered in chocolate sauce or corn ice cream tacos.
In more recent times there is a focus upon authentic
Mexican dishes inspired by true streetfood of Mexico
broadening outside of the TexMex dishes we’re used
to, moving to a more contemporary use of Mexican
ingredients and flavours.
As consumers of all ages are already familiar with TexMex
it makes Mexican a perfect cuisine for fast-casual and
food-to-go hospitality operators to focus on in terms
of introducing more authentic dishes to update menus.
Schools and Universities can also utilise Mexican cuisine
to encourage school dinner update and keep older teens
and adult students off the high street. Certain ingredients
and the level of spice can be easily adjusted to suit the
taste of the different age profiles of students.
We’ve kept things simple with a flavourful Pulled Pork
Chimichanga using the new Country Range Insauce Pulled
Barbeque Pork Filling which can be enjoyed as it is or
absolutely made your own by adding different ingredients
and level of spice to suit different levels of taste.
Millennials aged 18-37 are more likely than
older generations to buy takeaways from other
ethnic eateries, in particular Middle Eastern/
Greek, Mexican, Caribbean and Southeast
Asian (Mintel Report Ethnic Restaurants and
Takeaways – UK, January 2018).

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 8 MINS
PREP TIME – 10 MINS

INGREDIENTS
75g Country Range Insauce Pulled
Barbeque Pork
2 x Country Range 10” Flour Tortilla Wraps
10g Country Range Plain Flour
20ml Water
To serve:
Country Range Salsa
Country Range Soured Cream
Country Range Grated White Mature Cheddar

METHOD
1. Pre heat fryer to 1800C.
2. Mix the plain flour and water together
to form a paste.
3. Place half of the pulled pork mix in the middle
of the tortilla so it looks like a sausage.
4. Brush some flour paste on the edges of
the tortilla.
5. Fold the two sides in, then the bottom and
then roll into a cyl-inder. The flour paste will
seal everything in.
6. Fry until golden for about 6/8 mins.
7. Serve with salsa, sour cream and some
grated cheddar.

Mexican was highlighted as one of the 8 top emerging
cuisines – MCA Menu and Food Trends Report 2018

As with all Mediterranean cuisines, Greek food is full of
fresh, healthy ingredients and vibrant colours. Consumers
today are more experimental and are eager to try flavors
and cuisines from around the world, Greek inspired dishes
from kebabs, flatbreads, mezze, salads and dips can help
caterers tap into various trends from family style eating,
sharing plates, platters for grazing and food-on-the go.
The Mediterranean diet has long had a strong healthy
eating proposition that can be aimed at health-conscious
consumers, linked with ageing better and longevity
making it an ideal focus for the care sector too.

GREEK CHICKEN GYROS

Med

A TASTE
OF THE

Recipe
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ZA’ATAR CHICKEN SHAWARMA FLATBREAD

SERVINGS – 2

COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 90 MINS

INGREDIENTS

CHICKEN

GYROS

Gyros are traditional Greek sandwiches made with
thinly-slices seasoned lamb beef or chicken, wrapped
in a pita or flatbread. Several fresh ingredients can be
included including onions, tomatoes, cucumber and
lettuce. A staple of a gyros is the tzatziki – a creamy
white sauce which we’ve created using garlic, mint, dill,
cucumber and yoghurt. We’ve added freshly seasoned
chips to ours too!

Generally kebabs are known as shawarma
across the middle east, Greeks call it a gyro
which actually translates to ‘turn’ or ‘around (a
nod to the vertical rotisserie the stacked season
meat is usually cooked on).

METHOD
1. Cut the chicken into strips and marinate in
olive oil, white wine, garlic, rosemary, lemon
juice, oregano and paprika for 1 hour.
2. Mix the grated garlic clove, mint, dill,
cucumber and yoghurt together and leave to
one side (this will form your tzatziki sauce).
3. Defrost your doughball and allow to prove
4. Thread your chicken onto skewers and grill
over charcoal until cooked. Make sure you keep
this warm.
5. Slice your tomato and onion.
6. Roll out your doughball to the size of a small
7” plate.
7. Bake the doughball in the oven at 2600C for 1
min until it puffs up.
8. Spread tzatziki sauce over the bread, add a
few sliced onions and tomato, add the chicken,
give it a squeeze of lemon and a sprinkle of
parsley, add some seasoned chips.
9. Roll up and eat.
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Greek

2 x Country Range Doughball 180g
50g Yoghurt
1/4 Cucumber (grated)
1 x Garlic clove 		
1/2 tbsp Mint (chopped)		
1/2 tbsp Dill (chopped)
1 x Country Range Premium Chicken
Breast Fillets
1/2 tsp Country Range Dried Oregano
1/2 tsp Country Range Dried Rosemary
1/2 tsp Country Range Smoked Paprika
1 tsp Country Range Garlic Powder
25ml Country Range Cooking White Wine
10ml Country Range Olive-Pomace Oil
5ml Country Range Lemon Juice
1 x Vine Tomato, 1 x Red onion, 1 x Lemon
1/2 tbsp Parsley (chopped)
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OPEN TOASTED SOURDOUGH WITH SOFT PARMESAN
POLENTA, PROSCUITTO, ROASTED VEG AND CAPER SALSA

Open

ALL HOURS
From bruschetta to tartines, there’s a smorgasbord
of enticing open-faced sandwiches that don’t need
two slices of bread to be enjoyed! A perfect platform
to utilise lots of colourful and interesting ingredients
without being hidden from that top slice and ideal to
be enjoyed for lunch, as a snack or as an addition to
a delicate afternoon tea - so versatile and very social
media friendly with all of the ingredients on show! As
long as you’re careful with your toppings they’re can
still be a great to-go option too.
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One less slice of bread works with the trend in
consumers reducing their carb intake, those generally
looking for a lighter option or those with a reduced
appetite in older age or due to a medical condition.
Our own open-facing delight is full of delicious flavours
from the creamy parmesan polenta to the roasted
Mediterranean vegetables adding multiple textures,
colours and complimentary flavours all piled on top of an
on-trend sourdough slab.

What the Health
Operators should aim to develop dishes that
offer both full-flavoured and appropriatelysized portions, with a lower calorie level. PHE’s
(Public Health England) aim for meals to have
400/600/600 calories for breakfast/lunch/
dinner respectively should also guide operators
to work to under 600 calories as a target meal
count. – Mintel Menu Trends Report 2019

40% of consumers say their definition of health has
changed over the past two years.
Technomic’s 2018 Healthy Eating Consumer Trend Report

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 30 MINS

INGREDIENTS
2 x Sourdough Slice
1 x Red pepper
1 x Yellow pepper		
4 x Cherry tomatoes		
1 x Red onion		
25g Country Range Creamery Butter Salted
50g Polenta
25g Parmesan
25ml Country Range Olive-Pomace Oil
5ml Country Range Balsamic Glaze
10g Country Range Capers in Brine
1 tbsp Basil (chopped)
1tbsp Parsley (chopped)
1 x Garlic clove

METHOD
1. Cut the vegetables and roast in the oven
until charred.
2. Mix veg with balsamic, olive oil, chopped basil
and season.
3. In a sauce pan melt the butter and add 300ml
water, bring to the boil and add the polenta.
Stir until thick and glossy.
4. Add the chopped garlic and check the
consistency of the polenta - it should be nice
and soft and not too stiff. Add a little water if it
is too thick..
5. Add the grated parmesan and keep warm.
6. Cut the sourdough, rub with pomace oil and a
clove of garlic - griddle in a dry pan until crispy
and brown.
7. Top the bread with mashed polenta, then the
roasted veg.
8. Add some grated parmesan, a few chopped
capers and chopped parsley.

Switch it up

Lose the prosciutto and ensure your parmesan
is suitable for a vegetarian diet to add an
element of flexibility to your menu to be able to
cater for any vegetarian customers.
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HALLOUMI AND FALAFEL WRAP

WITH THE

VEGGIE WRAP
There are many factors contributing to the huge
demand for more plant-based options from consumers
looking to reduce meat consumption for health reasons,
for weight management and to reduce their impact
upon the environment to those consumers choosing to
eat a completely vegan or vegetarian diet.

A token vegan or vegetarian option such as a salad or
grain bowl can be very repetitive for consumers when
dining out and operators should think about giving their
standard options a bit of a makeover to keep customers
interested including ensuring there are indulgent dishes
too. If you have neglected to add several colourful, tasty
plant-based options to your menus, you can be sure
your savvy competitors who have, are benefiting from
your oversight.

thefoodpeople’s 2019 Veganuary Round Up
reported that breakfast sandwiches were a real
focus this year from indulgent burgers with ‘egg
yolk’ sauce to grab-and-go options utilising tofu
as an alternative to scrambled egg and plantbased versions of meat-based breakfast staples
such as sausages and bacon.

NATURAL ENHANCEMENTS
In 2018 colour took over in the form of
rainbows and unicorn-everything but in place of
artificial flavourings and colourings for 2019 its
natural products such as a huge variety of plans
bringing in the texture and colour into menus.
Following a huge increase in interest in our
health and wellbeing and particularly how what
we eat can play a big part in that, consumers
are interested in what ingredients can be
included within dishes to make them as nutrient
dense as possible. The same can be said when it
comes to ‘functional’ ingredients, taking a ‘food
first’ approach to understanding how different
plants can benefit the body and mind and how
they can be used in several different ways to
be incorporated into the dishes we eat both in
and out of home. Mushrooms are a fantastic
example and are being utilised by many chefs
and caterers across all sectors as they vary so
wildly in colour and texture as well as their
functional and medicinal uses.

35% of consumers aged 16-24 who
dine out are interested in seeing
more foods with functional benefits
– Mintel’s A closer look at medicinal
mushrooms report (UK)

34% say they’d be likely to order dishes made
with vegetables, such as cauliflower pizza crust
and zucchini noodles, instead of carb-rich items
- Technomic’s 2018 Healthy Eating Consumer
Trend Report
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BBQ JACKFRUIT AND AVOCADO BAGEL

on the VegRecipe
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LIVING LIFE
As a person who chooses to eat a vegan or vegetarian
diet gets older, they can sometimes face challenges –
from struggling to prepare their own meals at home,
being able to access suitable dishes within a care setting
or if they are unable to effectively communicate their
needs due to conditions such as suffering
from dementia.

There are charities such as Vegetarian for Life that are
specifically aimed at improving the quality of life of older
vegetarians and vegans which can help the individuals
themselves or caterers who require support to cater for
the needs of customers and residents.

It’s all about the descriptions when it comes to
labelling veg-centric dishes so caterers should
keep this in mind. It was found that consumers rate
dishes lower if they stand out as healthy on a menu
vs. the same dish being described in an exciting or
indulgent way.

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 5 MINS
PREP TIME – 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
75g Country Range BBQ Pulled Jackfruit Filling
2 Country Range Plain Sliced Bagels
1/2 AvoGrande Avocado Slices

METHOD
1. Toast the sliced bagels and butter
2. Heat up the BBQ pulled jackfruit using the
cooking instructions on the packaging and
assemble as follows.
3. To assemble: add houmous to the slices of
toasted bagel then layer avocado, the BBQ
pulled jackfruit on top. Top off with the top
bagel slice and serve.

Latest research found that 22% of UK care
homes has one or more vegetarian residents –
Vegetarian for Life

G R E AT E X P EC TAT I O N S | 1 5

MEDITERRANEAN CIABATTA WITH SERRANO HAM,
AVOCADO, MOZZARELLA AND BASIL

EXPECTATIONS

It’s no secret that our customers of today, whether that
be a school pupil or a consumer on the high street, has
high expectations in terms of the quality of food, service
provided, speed of service, convenience and experience
– the list is seemingly endless. Consumers know what
they want and exactly how they want it – from a specific
single origin coffee served ‘just right’ to a customisable
sandwich or salad bowl with multiple choices that can
be personalised to a customers exact taste. Remember
- in our increasingly social media focused world,
consumers are not afraid to speak out if they receive
less than what they expect.
The demand for a good product or service as well as the
overall experience is higher now than it has ever been.
We’re moving into a new era of ‘fine dining’ where the
best produce and presentation is expected without the
need for the rigid setting. This is where we’ve seen the
introduction of high-end ingredients such as wagyu beef
popping up in casual dining settings and other places
you wouldn’t expect like street food stalls.

In Praise of Protein
The personalisation of dishes may also take
the form of options to add protein to foods,
whether by way of meat products or natural
protein prevalent in pulses to satisfy the growing
popularity of Paleo and Keto diets, or (after having
learnt lessons from the beauty industry), adding
options which represent key vitamins or minerals
to keep us in tip-top condition through the course
of our lives.
• If dishes are high in protein and are ideal for
Keto or Paleo diets – call this out on menus to
customer
• Give customers (whether they’re a consumer,
student or resident) the option to add meatbased or plant-based ‘added protein’ to their
dishes such as to grain bowls and salads
Savvier consumers are often choosing natural
protein inherent in meat snacks or legumes and
pulses. – TUCO Global Food Trends Report 2018

Meat- ING

In a world that’s continually evolving with introduction
of new technology at an accelerating rate and feelings
of uncertainty in terms of environmental and political
unstability, there is a real move towards a nostalgic
longing for ‘the good old days’ and perceived ‘simpler’
times. We’ve seen this in the trend in consumers moving
back to reading real books rather than using digital
sources and a huge increase in crafts such as crochet
making a resurgence across the younger generations.
In terms of food it’s the authentic, traditional food
processes and cooking techniques that are back
with a bang. From craft bakery and alcohol, the rise
of sourdough (excuse the pun) to aged, cured and
wood fired meats – all processes that require time
to be invested, and in the traditional methods – no
technology required!

EXPECTATIONS
With many trends focusing around the rise of plantbased dishes across menus it appears that meat dishes
are losing a little focus. Where meat is still very much
being championed within menus is where the cooking
processes are traditional or even tribal such as fire
cooking with ‘low ‘n’ slow’ barbecued meats, aged meats
adding flavour and texture through the process and
even game is seeing an increase in popularity.
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SMOKED RIB PITTA POCKET WITH LUXURY COLESLAW

Smokin’

Here we’ve paired smoked ribs with a creamy, luxury
coleslaw all packed into a pita bread along with
cucumber to add colour and texture. The Country Range
Luxury Coleslaw is made with a mayonnaise with a
higher oil content compared to standard variants making
it extra thick and creamy - the perfect accompaniment
for the sweet, smoky ribs.

AGE BEFORE BEAUTY

‘Good & Proper’ was highlighted as one of
thefoodpeople’s 12 key Food & Beverage Trends
for 2019-2020 “The hallmarks of doing things
well centre around time-honoured processes,
championing ageing and provenance and
working with our hands. Doing things well and
properly is an important restoration of order in
what feels like a currently disordered world.”

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 90 MINS

INGREDIENTS
2 x Country Range Dough Ball 180g
50g Country Range Luxury Coleslaw
1 Rack Baby Back Ribs
2tbsp Country Range Smoked Paprika
1tsp Country Range Ground Cumin
1tbsp Country Range Pure Clear Honey
2tsp Country Range Barbecue Sauce
1tsp Country Range Ground Garlic
8 Country Range Large Gherkins (slices)

METHOD
1. Marinate the ribs over night in garlic, cumin and
smoked paprika.
2. Cook the ribs slowly in the oven for 2 hours at
125oC covered in tin foil.
3. Pour over the BBQ sauce and honey - glaze the
ribs for 1 more hour, turning the rack every
15mins and basting with the glaze juices.
4. Once the meat pulls from the bone keep warm.
5. Defrost 2 dough balls, turn the oven up to 260.
6. Roll out the dough balls to 7”.
7. Cook the dough ball in the oven for 1 min until
light and fluffy.
8. Pull the meat off the bones, add to the pitta
with some luxury coleslaw and slices of gherkin.
9. Enjoy!

Meal OF IT
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THE ULTIMATE BREAKFAST SANDWICH

MAKING A

IN THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR

Research reveals that 33% of British consumers fork
out on a lunchtime meal deal twice a week, with
14% admitting they buy one more than three times
a week. That means consumers are spending Brits
are spending over £100m a week on lunchtime meal
deals. – Wonga Research carried out in line with
British Sandwich Week

Soft drinks appear among the top five products
across all food-to-go missions. * IGD Shopper
Vista October 2018

Recipe

SERVINGS – 1
COOKING TIME – 5 MINS
PREP TIME – 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
1 Country Range Frozen 4.5” Brioche Bun
20g Country Range Creamery Butter Salted
20g Country Range Baked Beans in Tomato Sauce
2 Lamb Weston Hash Browns
3 Country Range Unsmoked Rindless Back Bacon
2 Country Range Butcher’s Style Cumberland
Sausage 6’s
1 Free Range Egg

METHOD
1. Melt the butter in a frying pan and fry the bread
- keep warm.
2. Cook and half the sausages, grill the cut side to
get crispy.
3. Cook the bacon and keep warm.
4. Cook the hash browns and keep warm.
5. Heat the baked beans and keep warm.
6. Fry the egg and assemble the sandwich in the
following order: Bread - bacon - beans - hash
brown - sausage - egg - bread.
7. Serve with your favourite condiment.
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Eating food on-the-go suits a busy consumer lifestyle
but with the offering being so well suited to meal deals
it can benefit them financially too. Food-to-go prices
are usually lower than sit-down consumption (NPD
Group, September 2018) so meal-deals are not only a
way to attract consumers looking for great value but it
also encourages them to purchase multiple food items
together to help fill the gap in spend. Without the need
for customers to stay on site caterers could also look at
whether it would be appropriate to cut down on seating
areas and move to a smaller space or reduce costs in
terms of serving staff.
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BACON, CHEESE AND SCRAMBLED
EGG BREAKFAST BAGEL

Waste not, 		
want not
Hospitality operators can tap into the success that
supermarket cafes have found in terms of offering ‘half
portions’ within their food offering. Consumers for several
reasons may have a loss of appetite to varying degrees
and offering ‘half’ dishes can help a customer to not feel
over faced by the size of the portion, that they’re under
pressure to overfill themselves by eating everything on
their plate or that the food they leave is going to waste.
This can help particularly in attracting the older
generation of customers which can sometimes be
referred to as the ‘grey pound’. In the UK, its estimated
that the ‘grey pound’ is worth around £215bn which
makes them a significant target market. It is such an
important market segment and by 2028, it is projected to
account for 43% of the UK adult population. (Stir it up
Foodservice Trend Guide 2019)

Looking at dayparts, ‘food-to-go’ is eating
into breakfast (50% of all visits), lunch (48% of
visits), and snacking (59% of visits). Dinner is
not immune to the voracious appetite of eating
‘food-to-go’ either, with 37% of all dinner visits
comprising food consumed on the move. –
NPD Group, September 2018

Food to go is an important sector for the
total out-of-home market and continues to
outperform the total market in terms of growth
set to reach a value of £21.2bn in 2019 (MCA
Insight, Focus on Food-to-Go Report)

Sweet

With the explosion of brunch and brunch dishes, chefs
are experimenting with their breakfast offering and
seeking inspiration from other trending cuisines. Our
love affair with Indian food grows and grows and now
we are seeing Indian flavours and ingredients combined
with traditional British dishes including sweet treats!
We’ve created this indulgent sweet treat based on the
nostalgic ‘eggy bread’ or ‘french toast’ brought to life
using Indian flavours and ingredients. The dish ticks
a real box for something new and exciting on your
breakfast or brunch menu, especially for Millennials and
Gen Zers who are always seeking out new cuisines and
different ways to enjoy foods.
Adding a few world cuisine inspired dishes to your
brunch menu or adding heat, sauces and spices as a twist
to familiar breakfast dishes can really change-up your
morning offering.

Brunch bookings increased by 105% between
2015 – 2018 (OpenTable)

Keepin’ it cool!

Ice cream sandwiches of all varieties are being
seen across menus regardless of the season.
We’re seeing a range of different colours and
flavours of ice cream sandwiched between
anything from cookies, waffles, brioche etc!

Recipe

SERVINGS – 2
COOKING TIME – 20 MINS
PREP TIME – 30 MINS

INGREDIENTS
2 Slices of Brioche Loaf
2 Free Range Eggs
50g Country Range Creamery Salted Butter
1/2tsp Country Range Ground Turmeric
8 Country Range Whole Cardamom
2 Country Range Whole Star Anise
1 Country Range Ground Ginger
1/2 tsp Country Range Ground Cinnamon
1/4 tsp Country Range Ground Nutmeg
1/2 Lime Juice
100g Yoghurt
25g Country Range Whole Cashews
100ml Country Range Coconut Milk
1 Ripe Banana
1/2 Mango

METHOD
1. Mix together the coconut milk, eggs and all the
spices except cardamom.
2. Cut the brioche into thick slices and dunk into
the egg mix ensuring they get full submersed.
3. In a frying pan melt the butter until it foams
and is nut brown.
4. Add the slices of brioche and cook on each side
until golden brown.
5. Remove from the pan and keep warm.
6. Toast 6 cardamom pods in a dry pan and then
remove the husk to reveal the seeds.
7. Squish the toasted seeds and add to the natural
yoghurt and keep to one side.
8. Add slices of banana and mango, 2 star anise, 2
cardamom pods and honey - glaze the fruit until
sticky.
9. Add a squeeze of lime
10. Top the bread with fruit and honey.
11. Add a dollop of cardamom yoghurt.
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KEEPIN’
IT
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SPICED BOMBAY TOAST WITH MANGO,
BANANA AND HONEY’

AFTERNOON TEA | 20

TIME FOR

Tea

AFTERNOON

Not to be confused with High Tea, Afternoon Tea was
introduced in England by Anna, the seventh Duchess of
Bedford, in the year 1840. The Duchess often became
hungry around four o’clock in the afternoon and was said to
have complained of “having that sinking feeling”.
This quintessential tradition continues to evolve in line with
different food trends influencing our tiered treats from
‘gentlemens afternoon tea’, based around a particular global
cuisine, plant-based or food-allergy specific offerings to
themed teas with lots of added theatre – whether that be a
superhero or princess themed tea for the kids right through
to a Royal Wedding themed tea with unlimited prosecco for
the grown-ups.
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Afternoon tea can be a very effective footfall driver
for hotels and B&Bs to encourage visitors to their
establishment in addition to encouraging guests to spend in
the hotel restaurant rather than venturing out to dine in the
local area. Pubs, restaurants and cafes can really maximise
the opportunity that Afternoon Tea can bring by creating
a small, inviting menu encouraging additional spend for
special occasions.

As identified in our Foodservice Trend Guide
2019/2010 Experiential Dining is a key trend
where consumers are searching for more
than great food and service and looking for
a real social experience from supper clubs,
multisensory food events to themed afternoon
teas tailored to fit around a key date in the
calendar or one that is just absolutely unique to
that particular operator or local area.

Afternoon Tea Week (August 13-19) is a
celebration of one of the nation’s favourite
traditions. We love the combination of savoury
and sweet treats, accompanied by some of the
165 million cups of tea we drink each day in
the UK. Make the most of the week by heavily
marketing your own Afternoon Tea offering in
your local area.

Afternoon tea bookings increased by 54% from
2015 – 2018, OpenTable research 2018

THE STANDARD AFTERNOON TEA

DYSPHAGIA AFTERNOON TEA

IDDSI LEVEL 4

DIGNITY
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Dining

IN

Afternoon tea can play a vital role in creating some
theatre and social interaction within a care setting. The
miniature elements included within an afternoon tea or
‘finger foods’ have some real benefits when it comes to
different issues that can be faced by residents within a
care home.

• Provide a nutritious and enjoyable alternative to
plated meals
• Can be used as extra nutritious snacks for those
who need them. This can be particularly useful
for people who forgot to eat or find coordination
difficult such as with dementia or following
a stroke
• Can be eaten easily without the need for cutlery
and hold their form when picked up, ideal for a
person who finds coordination difficult
• Encourage people to maintain their independence
by enabling them to eat themselves
• For people who take a while to eat for a variety
of reasons finger foods generally don’t need to
be served hot which makes the foods much more
attractive than something that it’s nice to eat
when cold
• Miniature versions of foods are often better than
cutting up larger items, as this creates a more stable
product that is less likely to fall apart
• Many cultures provide examples of finger foods
which could be adapted for older people
Caterers in the care sector are all too aware dysphagia the life-threatening medical condition, which causes
sufferers to struggle with swallowing. For those residents
we have created a Dysphagia Afternoon Tea which means
that all residents can dine together and enjoy attractive
delicious food regardless of the medical condition they are
suffering with.

Dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing) affects
approximately 8% of the worlds population Dysphagia: Interprofessional Management,
Impact, and Patient‐Centered Care Research,
23 December 2018

Recipe

SCONES

INGREDIENTS
6cm Plain Scone made with
Country Range Scone Mix
140 g Single Cream
2 tbsp Seedless Raspberry Jam
Thickener as required
3 tbsp whipped Cream

METHOD
1. Place the scones and cream into a food
processor and blend to a crumb. Add cream,
blend and complete checks using IDDSI
Framework Testing Methods for Level 4. Add
more cream if required.
2. Add mixture into a piping bag and create small
rounds 3cm in diameter
3. Thicken jam with Thick and Easy, and pipe in
a swirl over the scone.
4. Pipe a small swirl of whipped cream on top of
the jam.

Hospitality establishments could create connections
within their local care homes that cater for patients
with dysphagia and work together to help give chefs
an insight into the condition and work together to
create a small menu which adheres to the IDDSI
(International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation
Initiative) framework that can be requested as
an option to be booked in advance. – Stir it up
Foodservice Trend Guide 2019/2020
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BENEFITS OF FINGER FOODS

IDDSI LEVEL 4

DYSPHAGIA AFTERNOON
TEA CORONATION CHICKEN
SANDWICHES

IDDSI LEVEL 4
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DYSPHAGIA AFTERNOON TEA
PUDDINGS

Recipe

PUDDING

INGREDIENTS
For the Sponge:
375g Country Range Plain Sponge (Baked)
200ml Ambrosia custard
50ml yoghurt
50ml Double Cream
For the Chocolate layer:
250g Country Range Milk Chocolate Drops
300ml Ambrosia Custard
2 tbsp Seedless Raspberry Jam
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METHOD
1. Place sponge into a food blender and blend to
a fine crumb. Add the custard to make a puree.
Check list to ensure it passed, if there are any
bits or it is not the correct consistency blend or
adjust as needed. Place in a piping bag.
2. Melt the milk chocolate over a hob or in the
microwave for 30 seconds. Add double cream
and whisk until well mixed and thickened. Place
into a piping bag.
3. Serve in clear glasses or bowls layering sponge,
chocolate, custard adding a touch of jam onto
the centre of the top custard layer.
4. Complete checks using IDDSI Framework
Testing Methods for Level 4.

Always perform checks throughout the elements
of the recipe to ensure that each has been tested
and is appropriate thickness according to the
International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation
Initiative descriptors.

Recipe

CORONATION
CHICKEN
SANDWICHES

INGREDIENTS
400g Country Range Supreme Coronation
Chicken Filling
300g Country Range Medium White Sliced Bread
– crusts removed
900ml Full fat milk
20g Vegi gel
Thickener as needed

METHOD
The Filling:
1. Transfer the Country Range Supreme
Coronation Chicken Filling to a blender and
process until smooth.
2. Check seasoning and, if required add food
thickener.
The Bread:
1. Heat the milk to 90°c, add the bread slices
and blend to a smooth purée. Add vegi gel and
cook for a further 2 minutes. Immediately pour
the mixture onto a tray lined with cling film.
Smooth out the mixture and set on the tray.
2. When the bread mix is cold, pipe the filling
mixture over half of the bread sheet. Fold
the naked side over and cut into 15 finger
sandwiches or triangles.
3. Complete checks using IDDSI Framework
Testing Methods for Level.

For more information regarding the International
Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative including
food and drinking testing methods please visit
https://iddsi.org/

Recipe

SERVINGS – 1
COOKING TIME – 5 MINS
PREP TIME – 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
50g Country Range Marinated Piri Piri
Chicken Filling
1 Delifrance Feel Good Panini
15g Country Range Creamery Butter Salted

METHOD
1. Cut your panini bread and butter.
2. Fill with a generous amount of chicken and
press on panini grill until toasted and hot.
3. Cut in half and serve!

TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL | 23

PIRI PIRI CHICKEN PRESSED PANINI

EGG MAYO LUNCH BOX SANDWICHES WITH
HOUMOUS AND VEG STICKS

When looking at generations the top consumer needs
when eating out of home is: Healthy options attracting
18-34s, family concerns key for 25-29s and a focus
on previous experience and a nice environment and a
convenient location is key for the over 50s – consistency
in offering quality and recognizable familiar favourites
will win the loyal baby boomers. Keep all in mind when
thinking about your audience and those you are trying to
target to ensure your offering is aligned with those needs.

High Street prices for many of the above items
are noticeably cheaper than in Universities,
which can be seen more so at Isolated and City
Campuses.

COOKING TIME – 0 MINS
PREP TIME – 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
50g Country Range Egg Mayonnaise Course Cut
Filling
2 Slices Country Range Medium Wholemeal
Square Sliced Bread
1/2 Carrot
1/8 Cucumber
1/4 Red Pepper
1/4 Yellow Pepper
20g Country Range Houmous

METHOD
1. Make a sandwich using the two slices of
any bread that you prefer, we have used the
Medium Wholemeal Sliced Bread, and the egg
mayonnaise filling and cut into quarters or
fingers.
2. Peel and cut the carrot into batons.
3. Cut the cucumber into batons.
4. Cut the peppers into batons.
5. Serve the sandwich alongside a pot of the
colourful veg sticks and houmous.

High street shops tend to have a greater
number of brands and options for any given
item, and thus can provide a greater range of
price points and a cheaper low-end product.
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Cool

TOO
FOR SCHOOL

Recipe

SERVINGS – 1

THE COUNTRY RANGE GROUP MAGAZINE FOR CATERERS

